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Baker Plans Hep
l For Incoming Freshman
BY DICK SAY LOR
Freshman registering for the up-coming spring
quarter are undoubtably aware of the seemingly
Insurmountable "problems that are associated with
registration at Wright State. But if it Is any consolation, there is someone who Is trying to do something .tbout not only the confusion during registration
but other problems tiiat new students face while
attending WSU. Ills name is William Baker, Dean
of Freshman Students at Wright State. His qualifications for the position are very Impressive; he
previously taught English at Michigan State, Wayne
State, and Hobart College. This led to his Vice
Presidency and Deans hip of a small liberal arts
college in Illinois and he was also Director of General Studies at Buffalo State.
Not only Is Dean Baker an experienced educator
and administrator he also hus published books and
articles concerning English and writing. Some of which
are "Reading Skills," Prentice-Hall, "Sound of English," Prentice-Hall, and "Reading and Writing
Skills," McCraw-Hill. His articles Include "Is Anybody Watching?," "The Natural Method of Language
Teaching," and "The World Inside."
Dean Baker stated that his primary mission deals
with the "total experience" that each student will
encounter while attending Wright State. It is for this
reason that numerous programs are being Initated
and are In the planning stages. One such plan deals
with having direct contact with the Individual student.
This will be accomplished by having a corps of
ten or twelve highly trained counselors. The duties
of these future advisors are 1) Welcome Incoming
Freshmen. 2) Explain university academic regulations.
3) Suggest a balanced program of courses and help
students register for such programs and such courses,
4) Explain the significance of aptitude tests. 5) Help
students find a program commensurate with their
ability, weak students taking fewer hours. 6) Advise
a student when to drop r. course which he is failing
In order to concentrate on other courses. 7) Help
students explore academic areas in order to decide
on a professional field. 8) Arrange frequent conferences for weak students. 9) Refer weak students
to tutors. 10) Alert strong students to proficiency
tests. 11) Help students see relative values. Which
is more important, a college education, a part-time
job or an automobile? 12) Keep alert to work opportunities and scholarships for students who need
money to stay In college. 13) Follow up to see if
study skills are adequate. 14) Keep close contact
with advisors In otlier academic divisions to knowwhen changes In regulations are in the offing. 15)
Develope research studies on Freshmen as needed.
16) Be available for personal counseling. 18) Attend
and participate In staff meetings of Academic Advisors. According to Dean Baker, there will tie one
counselor assigned to every 250 students.
Another plan that will take place this spring Is
a "Reading Skill Course" and a "Study Skills Course."
This will be taugM under the tutoring services now
offered at Wright State and will be on a pilot bases.
If It Is successful this spring It will become a part
of the academic program In the fall of 71-72 school
year.
A project that is not yet confirmed Is an expel 1-
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The theory to that If a student gets interested he'll
have some sense of relation to people and WSU. Dean
Baker added that In one Instance he over heard a
student say his feeling of closeness ior Wright State
is a race to the parking lot after classes, in other
words some students feel that they take classes at
WSU but are not students of Wright State. Dean Baker
stated that "H you can involve the faculty's academic
interests, then they will be enthusiastic which will be
contagious to the students." The seminar format
allows grouping subject matter and teach techniques.
The possible experiment is lmpoiiant because It Is
not as easy In the typical Introductory course.
The proposal for the "Mini Courses" has oeen of
some concern because its new at WSU and because
some members of the faculty are hesitant to expose
stuaents to certain social and political issues of our
time. The intensity of their conern revealed such
terms as "totally illogical" and "philosophically
repelling."
With these new proposals m mind, a letter by
Dean Baker illustrates a hypothlcal student entering
Wright State for the first time. His name Is Fabian
Jones—Fabian Is not sure which area he wants to
major Ln but he wants to go to college. His high school
counselor, having heard about Wright State by both
the Admissions StaJX and the activities of the University Division, suggests that FaMan go to Wright
State to explore various areas of study.
Fabian applies and Is accepted in January for t i o
next fall. With his acceptance letter is a letter of
welcome from the University Division (enclostxl).
He has taken the ACT test. He makes an appointment
to see an academic advisor.
During the appointment In February, Fabian dts;ses the vnation and Jducatlonal objectives which
1. Evening classes (4:00—10:00 p . m j will hold 1 have some appeal to htm. He learns that his
last scheduled day of final examinations.
T test scores Indicate that he will not encounter
2. Saturday classes will hold their final examinatloideuiic difficulty. He is urged but not required to
3. Final examinations will be held at the above see an appointment at the counseling center to
class meeting ol the we«-k. In cases of courses wis a vocational aptitude test sometime during his
is regarded as the first class meeting.
it quarter. He learns that his application for
4. Scheduling conflicts are to be resolved by the dinclal aid will be acted upon soon. He also learns
(Continued on page 7)

"Servant of Two Masters" will be presented by
Wright State University's Department of Speech and
Theatre on March 5, 6, 7, 11. 12 and 13.
The play Is directed by Mrs. Carolyn Selberg of
the Speech and Theatre Department. As with the other
WSU dramatic presentations, "Servant of Two Mast e r s " will be held In the New Library llall Theatre
on National Rd- For more Informal
and reservations, call 426-6650, ext. 283. TV!.
recallable
U^ron^^jty^u^tfeter^^^^ob^lerrj^CmB
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Opinion

Student Government, just a few weeks ago shed
its Image of Inactivity and sounded the clarion call
to duty to all freshmen and graduate students. It
»as answered by five wide-eyed freshmen arvi no
graduate students. Quick thinking being their forte,
jur fantastic student government decided since they
Sad five spots open and only five applicants, an
election would be unnecessary.
We at The GUARDIAN can applaud that position.
We, like the rest of the university, have grown
lred of the annual fiascos commonly called elections.
It seems that no one election Is sufficient enough
eliminate all the vtllans and cheaters and we are
asked to return to the polls again and again. However,
le slight legality popped into this equitable solution.
It seems to elect a senator one must hold an election.
To be democratic (if you would like to know just
how democratic the selection of our senators is,
sk Doug Campbell how many senators have been
.ppointed this year already), an election has to be
held.
Another problem was that of the five who applied
hree were not qualified to run.
So Freshmen, your big chance is waiting. The
loor is open to boredom, Inactivity, arid blah. Do
is all a favor and let student government just roll
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j j e t t e r to the e d i t o r
Student

Upset By Liberalised

Dear Editor,
I would like to take this opportunity to express
my opinion regarding the Guardian's attitude toward
the issue of abortion. So far this year every issue
published has had ona or more ads for abortion referral
agencies or articles written by people expressing proabortion views. I find it hard to understand how a
newspaper which represents a generation of young
people like myself who claim to have a tremendous
love for their fellow man and an equally iarge desire
for life can publish such articles.
Proponents of liberalized abortion laws argue that
a mother has a right to her o>vn body. They also
point out that If the infant will be deformed, or if
the mother was a victim of rape of incest then an
abortion should be perform-*!. Other proponents state
that legalized abortions would eliminate illegal and
unsafe abortions and would help stave off overpopulation and critical food shortages.
However, close examination reveals a few holes in
these arguments. A mother's right to her own body
is essential in a free society, but the fetus is the
body of another human being and since when have we
given mothers the right to kill thalr own children
By the time a child lias readied sufliclent size to
determine whether or not it will be deformed the

Take a Look At Yourself
Dear Editor,

I E() A n n oii rices Meet i ng
The VEO announces a general membership meeting
on March 10, 1971. The meeting will be in Olman
Auditorium at 3 p.m. All members and interested
parties are encouraged to attend.
Concerning other matters the VEO urges all veterans
to write to their area Senators and Representatives
•irglng their backing on the Vietnam Bonus Proposal.
The proposal as submitted reads, Veterans will
receive $15 per month of active duty overseas,
$10 per month of active duty in the Continental
United States. The maximum Bonus per person is
$500. It liasn't been stated yet how far back the Bonus
will cover.
More Information on the Bonus and other VEO
Activities will be released as it is received by the
VEO.
Stephen C. Brown, President
VEO
Wright State University

Mrs. Thomas Releases
Com m issions R eport
Mrs. Thomas las released the report from the
Commission appointed by Dr. Goldlng to look into
tier professional competence and behavior this week.
Due to the length of the report and the fact that all
the conclusions of the report have already been
printed. The GUARDIAN will not print the report at
this time. However, this report will be kept In The
GUARDIAN Office so interested students may read
the conclusions drawn from each of the 19 witnesses.
At this time, the reports on the Mrs. Thomas
Affair from HEW lias not been released.
The GUARDIAN Is published weekly by the students uf
V.'right State University. The opinions expressed herein are those of the editorial b o a r d and do not
necessarily reflect the attitudes or opinions of the
faculty or administration. The GUARDIAN i s a member
of College Press Service and the National Educational
Advertising Service.
Editor
.Ann Bowers
Managing Editor
Scott Bowers
Business Manager
Roberta wolsman
Advertising Manager.
Gall White
Sports Editor
.Nick lplotls
Photographer
Merrill .Anderson
Cartoonist
I.en Fornallck
Club News Editor
jion Paul
Circulation Manager
George Armstrong
Advisor
Dr. Allan Spetter
Contributors. . . WSU Communications
Staf
Jan Dagley, Joe Dtrck,
Peggy Elleman, Terry Elllen, Ron Gi", Mike Harris,
Deb Johnson, Andy Lo-iue, Stu Nestor, Ellen Penswick,
Toni Tononi,, Harry Battson, Dick Say lor, ana
Cathie Krelner

Due to the fact that only five students responded
to the seats available for freshman and graduate
senate seats, we've come to believe that perhaps
more than student apathy was Involved. It may be
worthwhile to inform the student body of the responsibilities of a senator and the role he lias in tiie
student government. These responsibilities are outlined in the Student Senate Hand b e "• and will be used
as a reference here.
Concerning eligibility, every member of the student
body who has completed at least one queater at Wright
State University and is not on academic probation
stall lie eligible for election to Studei-t Senate.
The Student Senate shall undertake certain nec«.~2?ry
functions for the Student Body which stall Include,
but shall not be limited to the follow ing; a) Representing the best interest of the Student Body and
providing for Its general welfare through programs,
activities, and services ;b) Adapting such legislation
and/or recommendations necessary for the welfare
of the Student Body and Implementing the same or
urging implementation to the appropriate authorities;
c) Recommending the allocations of the Student
activities Fund; d) Providing leadership and a unifying spirit for the Student Body; e) Undertaking such
additional responsibilities as the Student Body or the
University may request.
To summarize, the responsibility of a Senator Is
to serve on, or head committees, and Introduce
legislation, either developed by the Senator or at the
students' request.
It Is also imperative ttat a Senator tave a good
attendance record at Senate meetings. It's at Ihese
meetings ttat vital information Is received by the
Senators. Much of the ground work for communication
is laid here.
As a representative, a Senator must respond to the
desires of his respective constituency, acting in the
best interests of the student body in general. He
also serves as a liason between his constituency and
the administration, Informing the students of important
happenings concerning their welfare.
Wright State is abundant with tiie type of people
capable of serving the Student body In our Student
Government. With elections coming up spring uuarter,
let's hope these people will stand up and be counted.
Take a look at yourself; you could very well be just
the person your class is looking for.
Karen Arllng
Social Action Group

Student Senate Holds
Elections After All
The Student Senate has rescheduled the Freshman
and Graduate Student Senate elections. The elections
will be held on Thursday March 4, 1971 between the
hours of 6-8 p.n also on Friday March 5, 1971 from
8 until 3 pm. The voting booth will be set up In Allyn
Hall. Petitions must be submitted no later than 12:00
noor. on Thursday, March 4, 1971 at the Student Senate
Office.

Abortions

Laws

pregnancy has reached a stage where an abortion will
be frought with tremendous danger to the mother.
Why not tave the baby then kill it upon delivery?
I would require less danger for the mother and the
Infant will be just as dead six minutes after delivery
as it would be six months before delivery.
Pregnancy from rape or incest Is very rare if
the victim goes directly to a hospital. What Is needed
Is help for the mother, not a strange sort of justice
ttat kills a helpless child for Its father's crime.
Experience in Japan, Europe, and Coloradr has
shown that after liberalizing abortion laws the egal
abortion rate skyrockets and illegal aoortion rates do
not drop but often rise. Regarding the population
control aspect of abortion the ratio of children per
family in the U.S. has steadily dropped from 6.0 in
183C to 2.45 in 1971. Zero population growth may be
reached within the next decade if present trends continue according to Mr. George Brown, head of the
U.S. Census Bureau. If there is to be famine in the
near future, why is the U.S. government spending
billions of dollars to prevent crops from being grown.
In conclusion I would like to say ttat the issues
of abortion is not a religious Issue but a hum*.- -ne.
Its outcome will reflect upon our values of h»n.-„ jtf e
m America.
Jerry Stout

I hey Held an Election
And Nobody Came
Dear Editor,
I am writing to you in reference to the obvious
apathy expressed by the students of WSU concerning
the Student Senate elections, which are to be held
the 4th and 5th of this week.
This is the second scheduling of the elections. The
first fell through because there was not enough petition
signatures to hold the elections.
How in the hell are we going to put people in the
places ttat will prove most beneficial to the students
at WSU if the people who swear to be concerned just
sit around on their high and mighty a
' s ? And
these are, in most cases, the people who jump In
with both feet at the chance to criticize the obviously
screwed up goings on at WS.
If there is a concerned student body at WSU chey
will see to it ttat there are qualified candidates to
run, and that there Is a good representation of
student voting.
(If you're part of the problem, you're part of the
solution.)
With sheer DISGUST
Jo Anne Lorette

Faculty

To Attend

Meeting

Over the past decade there has been an Increasing
concern with the pep artist as a force in American
culture. Articles and books ranging from the environmental art of Tom Wolfe to the trivia of teenage magazines, from the sociology of Denis of/ and
Peterson to th» cultlsm of ROLLING STOKE magazine, have a p p e a r e d with increasing regularity.
Through most of this material there is a glimpse
of a common theme—that a selected few of the pop
artists are, in fact cultural leaders who set styles
and taste, not only for their mass audience but some
of the more skeptical sophisticates who question
the values of this new movement.
Because of the increasing concern for the understanding and importance ttat this unioue cultural
Is having oil society THE POPULAR CULTURAL
was formed. Dr James Hughes and Lawrence Hussman from the English department here at WSU will
attend the NATIONAL MEETING OF THE POPULAR
CULTURAL ASSOCIATION at Michigan State through
April 8, 9, and 10. Dr Hughes and Mr C-;eason and
Dr Hussman along with other professors around
the Ohio area will examine significant tastes, fads,
movies or anything that will be of some importance
to society without it being oci-sldered a great work.
Mr. Hughes will also organize a panel consisting
of men and women of professions other than educational. Individuals In fields such as advertising,
news media and consumers activist. These people
will give various talks on just how people view
life In the city from these different cultural points
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the d o c t o r s bag
Address letters to Dr. Arnold Werner, Bo* 974,
East Lansing, Michigan 48823.
C1W0 C £ M £
QUESTION: I've heard of several ways that women
can enlarge their breasts, but most of them are Impractical or unsafe. Is there any safe way of doing
it? Is silicone harmful? Do the methods advertised
In magazine? have any value" Would hormone shots
have the same effect as birth control pills on breast
size?
ANSWER: The quest for a larger breast has led
women to take desperate measures, including falling
for a variety of advertised methods of increasing
breast size (most are harmless and Ineffective, but
some are dangerous). For a while women were having
their brt ts enlarged with injections of a liquid
silicone compound between the chest wall and the
breast. This produced an ample bosom with the
resiliency of a beach ball; It also produced a high
rate of cancer and Is illegal in this country. A variety
of sythetlc foam Inserts can be surgically Installed
In a rather major oparatlon attended by a number
of hazards. The worst hazard is post operation Infection sometimes resulting In the need to remove
the foam insert and whatever breast there was in
the first place.

CLASSIFIED ADS
FOUND: One pslr sunglasses Friday night at
the <*ance. Contact Bob Slckman, Management Dept.
FOR SALE: '57 Chevy, 2-door, automatic,
excellent running condition. Call Ext. 539
or 394, or 879-2859 after 3:30. Arlene Brown,
458 W. Mlllett.
THE GUARDIAN'S ace reporter proudly announces her endorsement of JAN DAGLEY
for Freshman Senate. You too can join the
fun, thrills and excitement — Vote for the
ACE I

Hormone shots can Increase breast size somewhat
but are definitely not recommended for this purpose.
There is good evidence that prolonged administration
of high doses of certain hormones c m lead to malignancies. This does not apply to birth control pills
which cause slight enlargement of the breasts Just
as occurs during pregnancy.
It Is worth emphasizing that the amount of breast
tissue is pretty much the same from one woman to
the next and the difference in breast size Is related
to plain old fat. Incidentally, the abandonment of the
brassiere as advocated by some women has as its
aim the de-emphasls at tho breast as a sexual object, though the opposite seems to have occurred.
QUESTION: Is there any truth to the rumor that It
is possible to ignite Intestinal gas with a match?
If so, what chemical reactions would cause this
phenomenon? A frtend and I hava a sizeable wager
riding on this matter and decided you would be the
definite authority. We were afraid of experimenting
on ourselves foi fear of bodily Injury.

ANSWER: Every once in a wnlle I wonder ii
writing this column has had an effect on n:y professional reputation. The confidence that you express
In we utters little reassurance. The gas you refer
to has the medical name of flatus, which Is at least
as good a sound to it as the more frequently used
vernacular term. The composition of this gas is
primarily carbon dioxide, although generous amounts
of hydrogen, methane and hydrogen sulfide are also
present. The latter three substances are lgnltable.
Blue an yellow flames are possible. I have seen a
demonstration of this but cannot recommend experimentation because of the obvious dangers. 3t Is
probably against some dormitory rule anyway.
For the true doubters, I refer you to Emlle Zola's
novel, " E a r t h " ("La T e r r e " ) .
QUESTION; Can too frequent masturbation lead
to any physical disorders? Can venereal disease r e sult from masturbation?
ANSWER: No. No. A thousand times nol

Bookstore To Buy Usetl Books
Before any book is bought a current Wright
State Identification care must be presented. This
Identification will be recorded In all books purchased. This Is a new procedure which has been
established to discourage stealing from other students a n j then offering the book for sale to the
Bookstore.

The Wright State University Bookstore has designated Wednesday, March 17 through Saturday,
March 20 for buying used books from students.
A representative of Wallace's College Book Company will be present to buy any current editions
of used textbooks which will not be used at Wright
State during the Spring quarter. Wright State
Identification will be required for the sale of books.
At each buying period the Bookstore is able to
buy only those books which the faculty have selected for use in tho coming quarter. Assuming
that a book Is In acceptable condition an offer of
50 per cent of list pi '.ce Is made. The book will
then bf offered to another student at 75 per cent
of list price. This is the. policy which Is followed
by most college stores.
As am additional service to students the Bookstore arranges for a wholesale book buyer to be
present. For cuirsst edition textbooks not wanted
by the Bookstore the buyer will usually offer §;
about 25 per cent of the list price. The price
offered depends o;i the condition of the book and :j
how many copies are available In the wholesale
market.
!*:

-

FINAL EXAM SCHEDULE
Library Resources Center
(Winter Quarter 197C-71)
Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday

8
1
8
8

a.m.
p.m.
a.m.
a.m.

-

9 p.m.
12 midnight
12 midnight
12 midnight

March
March
March
March

Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

13
14
15
16

8 a.m. - 12 midnight March 18
8 a.m. - 12 midnight March 19
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
March 20
CLOSED
March 21

buy a book • • •
meet a friend

Final E x a m i n a t i o n S c h e d u l e
First Class Meeting
Monday, Wednesday, Friday at
8:10 a.m.
9:10 a.m.
10:10 a.m.
11:10 a.m.
12:10 p..n.
1:10 p.m.
2:10 p.m.

Fina
8:00
8:00
10:30
10:30
1:00
1:00
1:00

Wednesday, Friday
3:10 p.m.

Final Examination Period
3:00 p.m.— 5:00 p.m. Wednesday, March 17

Tuesday, Thursday
8:15 k-.m.
9:45 a. ni.
11:45 a.m.
12:45 p.m.
2:15 p.m.
3:45 p.m.

Final
8:00
10:30
10:30
1:00
8:00
3:00

Examination Period
a.m.—10:00 a.m. Wednesday, March 17
a.m.—10:00 a.m. Friday, March 19
a.m.—12:30 p.m. Wednesday, March 17
a.m.—12:30 p.m. Friuay, March 19
p.m.— 3:00 p.m. Thursday, March 18
p.m.— 3:00 p.m. Friday, March 13
p.m.— 3.00 p.m. Saturday, March 20

Examination
a.m.—10:00
a.m.—12:30
a.m.—12:30
p.m.— 3:00
a.m.—10:00
p.m.— 5:00

Period
a.m. Thursday, March 18
p.m. Thursday, March 18
p.m. Saturday, March 20
p.m. Wednesday, March 17
a.m. Saturday, March 20
p.m. Thursday, March 18

1. Evening classes (4:00—10:00 p.m.) will hold their final examinations not later than the
last scheduled day of final examinations.
2. Saturday classes will hold their final examinations on Saturday, March 20.
3. Final examinations will be held at the above specified times, based upon the first usual
class meeting of the week, hi cases of courses with multiple sections, the first meeting day
Is regarded as the first class meeting.
4. Scheduling conflicts are to be resolved by the department nearest the end of the alphabet.

Whether ii's a book you need or a book
yoii want, chances ere we've got it. Textbooks. Mountains of paperbacks. . .all
the new titles and best-sellers. Plus
this—when you shop at you're WSU
Bookstore, you're bound to meet up
with a classmate or two, which makes
buying a book here just a little friendlier.

|
|

|
|

i
I Wright

SBJIK'

University BooMore |
Lower Level, University ^enter
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Accounting Dept.
Seeks Top Students
For Internships

WEDNESDAY. MARCH 3, 1971

Rock 'n Roll Music
James Charms 'em at Hara

The Wright State University Accounting Department
In the Division of Business Administration, Is looking
for positions In public, Industrial and governmental
accounting for about 30 of Its best advanced accounting students.
The Internships will give students some practical
on-the-job training before graduation. Each student
will work in his participating firm full-time for one
quarter, receive periodic evaluations of his progress
and earn six credit hours after satisfactorily completing the program.
Organizations agreeing to have an Intern will be
getting something out of the arrangement besides
the satisfaction of helping a student with his education. They will be getting the services of students
who have almost completed their undergraduate accounting training for a sum substantially lower than
It would cost for a graduate accountant.
It they later hire their intern permanently, he will
already be trained in the operation of the business
or organization and will not require a costly and
time consuming training period.
Interns will be students who have maintained a
3.0 (B) average In their accounting courses and a
2.5 overall academic average.
They will have
finished at least 21 quarter hours In accounting and
be recommended by instructors as having above
average ability, good character and professional
promise.

Juniors: Your Senator Tails
Attention, all Juniors, Rick Mlnlmler, newly appointed Junior Class Senator, will hold a meeting
on Thursday, March 11 at 1 and 2:30 p.m. In the
Lower Hearth Lounge. The purpose will be to extend
Involvement In campus affairs. All suggestion discussions will be honored. If you care at all about
your class and campus, please attend.

K a r a l e

Exchange

at

Everyone

n

BY JAN DAGLEY
The cover of this week's TIME magazine Is adorned with a typical freak-type picture of one James
Taylor, the man who sings of fire, rain, Carolina
days, and country roads, also the man who just happens to be leading a quiet revolution In music. This
same James Taylor visited Dayton's local hockey
rink last Saturday and charmed a near-sellout crowd
with his gentle tunes. He also brought along some
friends who didn't make it quite so we!;.
The first group of friends, a band called Jo Mama
which featured the lead gulta.- of Danny Kootch, James
Taylor's best friend, could hardly have made it at
a Junior high school sock hop without Taylor's help.
As we discovered later, !he performers were not
lacking In individual talent, but their act was simply
not coordinated. The exception was its lead guitar,
clad In regulation ragged bluejeans and Joplinlsh
hair, who sounded and acted somewhat like Marian
Spelman except that she never ONCE mentioned
Puffs. . .
Next was Carole King, who began with a cherry
"hello." The crowd "helloed" back, only to be told
"that's the last I want to hear from YOU for awhile!"
(What a way to achieve rapport I) She sang and played
the piano while the audience grew restless, then made
an excellent recovery with "Natural Woman" and
"Up on tha Roof," both of which she herself had
written for other singers.
Then It was time for the man: James Taylor. Each
time he began a song, the expectant crowd applauded
wildly before he completed the first chords, then
settled lack to listen and dream. His metaphors and
melodies soon smoothed over all memories of the
lead-off acts' mistakes. Time, space, sensation all
seemed to pause from their regular line of work
to hear his quiet words. Each song lasted forever.
Finally, after a wild blues style number reminiscent
of the old fifties, it was over. Or was it? Responding
to cries of "morel more!" Taylcr and company r e turned and harmonized the old spiritual "There's a
Train a-Comln'." .Practically everyone had been on
James Taylor's tral that night.

HAMBURGER
MONTH—

Piqua Academic Branch of WSU News
Book

F o r

Y~\
n A n i i f A n i >n h i i nVtlA fr\ H a ' a r u l
vr\iirco!f)
WJ
Do you
want to be able to defend yourself?
Well
then, attend the meeting March 9, 4:00 p.m. In the
Student Union Conference Room I. It concerns the
new Wright Stats Karate Club. Everyone Is welcome!
The fee is $34 down and only $14 a month.
Instruction Is from three qualified Black Belts at
the Tang Soo Do Academy, Dayton. If you c e n t
attend the meeting please contact Vlnce Robfogel
at 426-3573.

Pi (fit a

Seven members of I)r. Eaktns Speech 131 class
have opened a student book exchange at the Plqua
Academic Center. This Is a project of group communication—10 cents per book and the book will be
for sale at your price. They are collecting books:
March, 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 9, 10, 11, 17, 25. They will
be sold from 1 until 8 p.m. on March 17 and 1 until
8 p.m. on March 25.

Speech Class T a k e s
Poll On Pi<jna B r a n c h
Noticing the nead for student support of the continuance of the Piqua Academic Branch of Wright
State University, six members of Dr. Kakins Speech
131 class are compiling the results of a "Save the
Piqua Branch Extension" opinion poll. Questions
asked were as follows:
1) Do you know that If a community college Is
established the Wright State Branch willbeabollsned?
2) Do you know that local taxation is required to
establish a community college In the Darke-ShelbyMlaml County area?
3) Which would best benefit the majority of the
population for the students living in the three county
area? Two year college, or University Branch?
4) Do you know the advantages of a university
branch over a two-year community college?
5) Do you know who will make the final decision
of keeping Wright State Branch or establishing a
community college?
6) If the Plqua Academic Branch closes will you
continue your educationYes, I will continue my education at the main
campus.
Yes, I will continue my education at another
college (other than Wright State).
No, I am an unmatrlculatlng student.
No, I will discontinue my formal education If
Wright State closes.
Results will be posted In the office of the Plqua
Academic Branch and in The GUARDIAN. This group
encourages all Interested Plqua Extension students
to " r i t e to the following people to voice their opinion:
Ohio "Board ci Regents, 88 E. Broad St., Room 77
Columbus, Ohio, 43215.

Piqua Students for Social Action|
There Is a new organization at the Plqua Branch
called Plqua Students for Social Action. They are
acting as a tie between the students and the administration,
Already they have gotten a room set aside for a
study hall (Rm 306) which will be open every day
from 4 to 7 p.m. There will soon be a clock In the
lounge area, thanks to the P.S.S.A.
If there are any other changes that you students
want, please get In touch with one of the eight
members of P.S.S.A.

1 0 Minutes to Wright State!

n

•Woodman
•®f t" i r k i W- Apartments and
1, 2 and 3 Bedrooms
Furnished or Unfurnished

from $125

Have
confidence
It'll help you through exams,
speeches, class recitations
and even just being with your
I
"
friends It's something every
« girl needs One way to be
•
confident is with Tampax
•
tampons
•
Internally worn Tampax
•
tampons can keep you
*
cool and calm even
k
when you're the center ____
of attention They can't show
or chafe or cause odor like
sanitar/ r;apkins. They're
softly compressed and highly
absorbent for protection you
can depend on
And one more important
fact Tampax tampons were
developed by a doctor ro you
know you can trust them
Even if you've just begun to
menstruate
Confidence has r: ,je
Taivpax tampons the bestselling tarrpons in th£ world.
And that confidence can
make things easier for you.
Right from the ttail

WW Carpeting
Balconles-l>atlos
Air Conditioning
Tennis Courts
laundry Facilities Olympic Size Pool
Range, Refrigerator, Some Dishwashers

Some Short Terms Available
WOODMAN DR AT ROUTE 35

254-6122
OPEN DAILY 9 - 7 S u n l - 6 Sat 9 - 6
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People's Coalition Reveals

Jane Fonda didn't make it to the University of Dayton
last Wednesday as Scheduled, but the provocative
words of a few of her friends from the People's
Coalition for Peace and Justice kept the audience
tnat nearly filled Kennedy Union Ballroom from being
totally disappointed. Folkslnger Barbara Dane led
a 20-minute sing-along of the worldwide protest song,
"We Shall not lie Moved," and William Douthard
from Washington and the People's Coalition revealed
plans for a massive "Mayday" demonstration at the
Capitol, centered around the idea that "if the government won't stop the war, we'll stop the government,"
Shortly before their appearance, Miss Dane and Mr.
Donthard explained about the background and basis of
the People's Coalition. The group was formed from
the remains of the New Mobilization Committee to
End the War in Vietnam, because members realized
that "a new kind of strategy was needed lo continue
the antiwar movement." Douthard continued, noting
that "the struggle against war, imperialism, racism,
sexism, and other evils are actually part of the same
war—they're just on different fronts." The People's
Coalition is based on the need to develop working
alliances between the different factions in the movement, and to encourage activity and education on the
closest loeal level possible.
So far, the coalition has negotiated the People's
Peace Treaty between the peoples of the United
States, South Vietnam, and North Vietnam, and has
planned a "War against Repression" beginning April
2, and the May action in Washington. The group emphasizes nonviolent, ci' 11 disobedience-type action
only, and strongly discourages violence.
Jane Fonda was heard at UD, although her words
were on a tape of WHIG'S Conversation Piece made
earlier that morning when someone decided to call
her In I.os Angeles, where she was bedridden with the
flu. She expounded her belief that "capitalism and
imperialism are not only the causes of racism, but
they depend upon it." At another point, she noted that
the war was a "result 01 our economic structure."
Told by a caller that she was "doing a tremendous
thing for the underdog," Miss Fonda claimed that
"there are 110 underdogs., .nobody's free in America
today; we are all oppressed." On a more positive
note, she concluded by explaining that she is "looking
for ways we can become human a g a i n . . .We have to
rediscover what collective strength Is all about."

,

"Aut 5

Plans At UD

W i l l i a m Douvhard, Barbara Dane of People's Coalition
Speak and Sing Of, by and f o r people!
Photos by Merrill Anderson
Barbara Dane called her part of the presentation
"a little bit of American history," a history she
claims has been obscured or at least overlooked
because "the educators are trying to teach you something that'll serve their needs Instead of yours."
She began In the '30's, recounting the song of textile
strikers in Tennessee. "We're not afraid of tear gas,
we shall not be moved. . . " Then the scene sw itched
to Detroit in the 1940's, where striking auto workers
sans "Henry Ford's a bastard, he should be removed. . . " In the '50's it was "we're fighting for
our freedom, we shall not be moved," as black people
refused to move to the back of the bus in Montgomery,
Alabama. Then she moved the audience through the
Sixties, through an Italian verse protesting a visit
by Richard Nixon, and the words of Chlcano migrant
farm workers in the Southwest who sang "fuerte
somos ya (we are strong!)" Then it was back to the
present—"We are the conspiracy. . Jree Angela
Davis. . .we are the peopl?.. we shall r,ot be moved!"

KENT STATE

T h e c a m p u s p A M p i l C call in the Guard?
score: 4 students
Here is what truly
dead, 11 wounded U N D E R h a p p e n e d - and
Now Pulitzer Prize C I D r w h y . I n c l u d i n g
winner James Mich- r , " f c p o r t r a i t s of k e y
ener reconstructs, hour people who have reby hour, the events that mained obscure — until
led to the bloody climax. now. Condensed from
He answers such ques- M ichener'a fort hcomi ng
tions as: Were outside book. One of -11 articles
involved in the &• features in the March
it necessary to READER'S DIGLST

Need 6 couples to set up
distribution f o r national
product. i'ull or part time.
Profit sharing. Send resume
to Post Office Box 364,
Falrborn, Ohio 45324.
~ coupon:

• Beaver Vu Bowl
: 3072 Bellbrook - Fairfield Rd
•
OPEN BOWLING
J
This coupon good for
•
FREE SHOE RENTAL

EVEN YOUR
CAMERA SAYS

CLICK!

Miss Pane quoted J . tdgar Hoover to show the
strength of the movement: "never before lias such
a strong revolutionary Marxist group of young people
caused such a potential danger by attempting to join
forces with the working c l a s s . " Then she sang a
song about the G1 rebellion, noting that "Everyplace
in the world where the U.S. has troops there is a
growing GI movement."
"We've all got to have the idea that anything I do
next week isn't worth a hill of beans If I don't stop
what's going on this year," explained William Douthard. He spoke on the upcoming Ma,- protest in Washington, beginning May first. "We've got to take charge,
because those In charge liave evidently lost the way,"
he continued, am', the atK-Unce cheered. He told
students that college presidents were calling each
other and asking, "Are your students rioting? Mine
ain't doing nothing, man. . .1 wonder what's going
on?' Will these same conversaUons take place when
you're the ones in charge?" he asked.
He felt that present student silence, especially
noticeable after the recen. nvasion of Laos, was
merely a "changing of direction," since previous
protest actions hadn't solved the problem. He likened
It to the silence before a storm. He was appalled
tliat anyone thought there was a difference between
"protective interdiction r a i d s " and '"bombing the
hell out of people." "The only difference now is that
we got out soldiers in helicopters Instead of on the
ground. Why? The North Vietnamese sure aren't
flying around 200 feet in the a i r ! "
He said that current events In the United States
"sound like a description of life In Russia. "Over
there, you say something they don't like and they
shoot you. Here, they put you in jail. We're a little
better than Russia, maybe, but Fred Hampton wouldn't
agree."
The May action will be centered around three
demands. First, plans must be made to bring all the
troops out of Southeast Asia, to restructure society
so that "all the people can e a t , " and the immediate
release of all political prisoners and an end to the
repression that put such people !n Jail. To conclude
his talk, Douthard added, "they've been lying too
long, and we a i n t gonna lot them lie no more."

F i r s t Meeting Friday

ADA
R e n t a l s * "if you want it,
we rent i t . "
R e p a i r s • in-out warranty
Factory Authorized
Sales
• "We wheel and
Deal."
T r a d e s • " H o r s e " traders welcome!"
P r i c e s • Discount pr ices
plus know-how!
K nowledge
a "We teach you
howl"

GILU(£C&~
45 W HIGH ST
DOWNTOWN SPRINGFIELD

Comes to l)oyton

Americans for Democratic Action, a nationwide
nonpartisan liberal-oriented organization, Is seeking
to establish a chapter in Dayton. The group, whose
National Chairmen Include such persons as former
U.S. Attorney Genera! Ramsey Clark, Economist
John Kenneth Galbraith, Mrs. Benjamin Spock, and
former U,S. Senators Fugene McCarthy and Wayne
Morse, will hold Its first local public meeting (1.1s
Friday, March ' , at the University of Dayton's Kennedy
Union Ballroom at 8 p.m. Rev. Joseph Duffy, a
national chairman, will speak. Rev. Duffy was a candidate for Democratic nomination to the Senate from
Connecticut, and has popular support among the
young, black, and liberal communities.
The event is co-sponsored by the ADA, UD Student
Government, and the UD political science department.
U.S. military involvement In Indochina, 2) an end
to the deployment of ABM and MIRV and the use
of chemical and biological warfare, 3) amnesty for
war objectors, 4) a general reordering of national
priorities. Other goals deal with protection al civil
liberties, economic educational reform.
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(THE HICK PHTHfl
BY STU NESTOR

WE ARE NOT RACIST

MESSAGE FOR WHITES

Despite the fact that the Black Panther Party
attacks racism In Babylon, It has Ironically been
labled " r a c i s t " because of a lack of white membership. "We are not racist," explained a member
of the Dayton NCCF. "Why are there no white
members? Because during the early 'civil rightscrusades, the Whites controlled It. However, the
Black man Is capable of giving orders as well as
persuing them mentally and physically as the whites.
The Blacks need to stand on their own, therefore
whites were not admitted. It would be more effective
If the whites worked In the white community and the
blacks In the black community because there is a
lack of understanding for a White who has never
experienced the Black experience of racism, unemployment anil poverty."

Although the Black Panther Party's rhetoric speaks
in an assured tone, it realizes it cannot be Isolated
from the rest of humanity that makes up America's
"melting pot" and hope to still create change.
"Rainbow coalitions" between races of p e o p l e Black, Puerto Rlcan, Mexican-American and poor

THEN WE ARE VIOLENT
Besides being labled " r a c i s t " the DPP has been
exorcised—vehemently by American newspapers and
wire services—for being an organization bent or.
the use of violence as the means to attain Its ends.
The Dayton chaptei explained: "Pigs carry guns
against oppressed people. Pigs are violent. We are
defending ourselves and loving the people. If selfdefense is violence then we are violent. You must
remember, the Black Panther 1'arty did not kill
the four students at Kent State nor the two students
at Jackson; we did not bust whites over the head
at the 'C8 'Democratic' convention nor do we commit
genocide In Vietnam; and we did not invade Santo
Domingo to protect the United Fruit Company."—
American capitalism did.
THE U.S. BELONGS TO THE WORLD—
COMMUNALISM
The Vietnam War and Santo Domingo are not idle
statements, but are fragments of the Party's understanding of the World situation as It sees It. Huey
I'. Newton explains In an almost philosophical way:
" . . .Because of the overdeveloped nature of capitalism. . .(he United States lias acted In a very chauvinistic manner and lost Its claim to nationalism. The
United States is an empire which has raped the
world to build its wealth here. Therefore the United
States Is not a nation. It is a government of International capitalists and in as much as they have
exploited the world to accumulate wealth this country
belongs to the world. . .We have the historical
obligation io take the concept of internationalists
to its final conclusion—the destruction of statehood itself. This will lead us into the era where
the withering away of the state will occur and men
will extend their hands in friendship throughout the
word."
Huey here lias explained the Party's n e w e s t
ideological change—communallsu,; a concept that
adheres to the belief that America is no longer a
nation, but an international empire, and Thus lias
changed the BPP's Ideology from Socialist Nationalism to the Utopian system of World Communism.

£

Appalachian Whites—have sprung upt iroughout Baby- j
Ion because of that realization. It is the strength [
of these coalitions and their ability to educate the 1
masses tliat the success of the revolution hinges ;
upon.
The Dayton NCCF's message to the Whites here
Is to take a larger role in their community and I f ;
the situation warrants, Implicate community assis- ;
tance programs such as are in the Black com-1
munlty. To support the Black Panther Party with!
, funds and voluntary work and to "work for the j
liberation of Black people in particular and all op- •
pressed people in general."

WE WANT SELF DETERMINATION

•vv;.v„vXw

'We want land, bread, housing, education, clothing,
v
justice and peace. And as our major political objec5 3 $ # $ ^ Uve, a United Nations—supervised plebiscite to oe held
y \ v V \ \ ' throughout the black colony in which only black
colonial subjects will be allowed to participate, for
v X y V v v ! t h e purpose of determining the will of black people
. V V v V x V 3 5 , 0 t h e i r national destiny. When in the course of
V v human events, it becomes necessary for one people
' - •'•"'Sc! t" dissolve 'he political bonds which have connected
xXSyV*' 'he'" with another, and to assume, among the powers
lhe e a r t h
' , h e separate and equal station to which
UWS
° f r , a t u r e a n d nature's God entitle them, a
• v *" """• respect to the opinions of mankind requires tliat they
should declare the causes which impel them to the
separation.
w
e hold these truths to be self-evident, that all
•>VxV "'en are created equal; tliat they are endowed by their
tbQiO&y;Creator with certain unalienable rights; that among
V - x "'ese are life, liberty and the purs
of happiness.
10
"•
secure these rights, governments were
CVOO>
instituted
among
men,
deriving
their
just
powers from
i
y y © V C ^ e consent of the governed; that, whenever any form
0
TOY '
government becomes destructive of these ends,
" l s , ! i e r i g l l t o f t h e people to alter or to sbollsh
<V-JXXX "> and to institute a new government, laying its
- ' o r a t i o n on such principles, and organizing its
>OCOyOPowers in such form, as to them shall seem mostX " v * ^ V v ' k e l y l o e f f e c t their safety and happiness. Prudence,
x . V N S Indeed, will dictate tliat governments long established
>"C"vVV\ h° u 'd not be changed for light and transient causes;
X X x x x a n d accordingly, all experience .Vith shown, that many"v"X>0<Ckind 3 1 6 m ° r e d l s p o s e < 1 t 0 suffer, while evils art?
*
•
Jsufferable, than to right themselves by abolishing the
y - y V > x X * . f o r m s to which they are accustomed. But, when a
j X x x x X - y c ' o n s t r a l " ° ' abuses and unsurpations, pursuing inv V O ^ X j x V a r i a b l e the same object, evinces " Jesign to reduce
b^WS<VVVS.them under absolute despotism, it is their right, it
K X X v v V v ' s " i e l r duty, to tlirow off such government, and to
^provide new guards for their future security." No.
10 of the Party's Ten Point Survival Platform.
», There will be an open meeting to discuss the
® ' a c k Panther Party and its controversial stand
>VVVsX*vV; against the American Establishment this Tuesday,
$0C*&!XX$ March 9 In Room 204, Millett Hall at 3 p.m. All
,j those interested are urged to attend. The meeting
Is hoped to be a shoot off from the previous t»e
articles of the Panthers published in The GUARDIAN.

DEATH TO THE
PIGS
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that the Math placement test will enable him to take
a certain Math course. In addition he learns that it
will be possible for him to make an appointment
with the Modern languages Department to take an
exain but would exempt him from the language requirement (in case he decides to major in humanities
or social studies). Finally, he learns what requirements are for various majors and decides to take
some general education requirements in science,
humanities, social studies, and English during his
first three quarters.
After being advised, Fabian is shown the schedule
of courses for Fall, and he works out his daily
schedule with his adviser. Then his adviser signs
his "permit to register" card and sends him on his
way to the Register's Office for rolling registration.
If Fabian had scored in the top 25 per cent of the
English section of the ACT, his adviser would have
handed him a card directing him to the English Department for further testing (for exemption, credit
or both). If he had scored in the lowest 10 per cent
he would have been strongly urged to take a special
section of English 111 which is set up to handle
students in this category.
Fabian no*.' is Invited (by mail) to an orientation
session in March (rolling orientation) and again
during the Summer. He comes and learns a great
deal about both the academic and social aspects of
the University.
In Fall he starts the classes he enrolled in the
previous February. He has been able to find a parttime job (partly because he knew exactly w hat hours
he would be in classes), but he lias taken his adviser's
advice and restricted himself to 15 hours per week.
He explores the curriculm, making variations on
his basic schedule each quarter, so that by the end
of his freshman year, he has worked with his adviser
to open vistas in several areas of study, areas he
had not been aware of before. In addition, his sessions

T h i r d Great Decisions
Discussion on E n v i r o n m e n t
"Man and His Environment: What Price Survival?"
was presented as the third Great Declslonsdiscusslons
at 3:00 p.m. on March 1 in Room 203 of Millett Hall.
Professor Konald Schmidt, Associate Professor of
Engineering and Geology, led the 25 persons attending In the discussion.
Profsssor Schmidt commented, "There is a choice
between convenience and conservation. Most people
prefer the convenience to the conservation aspects.
Whether or not people can have both convenience
and conservation is a question which hasn't reallv
been pursued very f a r . " The problems of recycling
tin cans, aluminum, bottles, papers and other materials currently being disposed of, were discussed.
Technologically, pollution is combattable but "There
are two factors preventing It. The first is economics.
Pilot studies have indicated that It's more economical
to dispose of materials than to recycle It. The second
is the psychology of the individual. It seems that men
need Incentives but I think It would be a sad state
of affairs If money Is the only acceptable Incentive."
Speaking on Industrial was'te, Professor Schmidt
remarked, "One standard procedure has been to
wash them away, the theory being out of sight, out
erf mind."
"The real problem of environment," announced
Professor Schmidt, Is a problem of population."
The concepts of zero population growth and zero

gross national product were expounded on.
The discussion turned to mass transit as a means
of alleviating gaseous waste but Doctor Adams,
Professor of Political Science stated, " W e ' l l never
have mass transit. It's more convenient to ^et into
your car than to walk down to a corner to catch a
bus." He cited an experiment In Detroit where
luxuriously equipped busses provided easily accessible
transportation yet few people iwed them. The fact
that radical alteration In business and employment
would be Involved in a change to mass transit was
also cited.
In conclusion, Dr. Schmidt expressed his optimism
about the future. "I think we're going to solve the
problems but on a piecemeal basis. I don't think
environmental concern is here on a temporal basis.
People are too Involved. We're going to get a lot
more action from local, state and federal governments. We're going to have to look into fields that
we haven't touched on yet. In certain areas, there Is
sufficient concern for alarm, but I think pollution
can be controlled."
The next topic to be presented in the Great Decisions Series is entitled "Inside China." Dr. Byron
Wang will lead the discussion at 3:00 p.m. on March
8 In Room 203 of Millett Hall.

on vocational aptitude with his adviser (and with a
member of the counseling staff) has persuaded him
to attempt a program In a certain area. Hence, he
declares a major in that area at the end of his first
year, his records are sent to that area, and he is
assigned an adviser In his major department. If he
had not been ready to declare a major, he would liave
been allowed to »tay In the University Division for
another year or until he had made his choice.
If he had received low grades his first quarter,
his adviser would have urged him to get tutoring
help or other assistance.
During one of his first three quarters, Fabian
enrolled In a University Seminar with !8 other Freshmen. Because it was a small group working on an
area of high personal (and profess onal) Interest,
Fabian got to know the group very well, and some of
his close friends came out of his association with
that group. The group gave him a sense of relatednoss
to Wright State, so he felt a bond with the University.
He was not, therefore, among those who did not
return for a sophomore year.
Dean Baker expressed his views 011 the so called
revolution that Is now going on throughout the country,
particularly among colleges and universities. He
stated that, "Groups that are fermenting revolutionary Ideas about the establishment are very small
but the size of the groups nr- not as important as
the strength of the ideas they represent. These Ideas
are revolutionary and I believe
are In a revolution
comparable to Industrial or Scientific Revolutions.
We have our fair share of students who want to change
established order. We also have students who want
have to represent that "Moil generation" and the
students interested in earning a cert tiled education."
Dean Baker thinks tliat when students start asking
questions about social Injustice and begin to speak
out against It then this shows a healthy sign of the
up-coming society. Granted that teaching is being
made more difficult because of this but also at the
same time teaching Is becoming more of a stimulating
challenge.
Dean Baker sincerely hopes that these plans and
proposals have soim significant rewards for the
students entering Wright State for the first time and
those who are already enrolled. He also thinks that
If proposals of this magitude are considered obiectlvely by the faculty, administration and all others who
play a part in university policy Wright State will be
known for an Institution of pioneering techniques
concerning all facets of the educational experience.

Summer
Employment
Apartment Complex needs
life guard-pool maintenance, $1.50-$1.75 per hr.
If interested call 878-39^3

SIGN UPFirst National
Bank

FOR AN INTERVIEW

WITH SEARS
A Sears represen;ative
will visit your campus
placement office on

March 3

Fairborn, Ohio
Member
Federal Reserve
;SystenJ

Member Federal
Deposit Insurance
Corporation

Phone 878-8681

Speech Dept. Active recently
The Speech Department has participated in two
events in recent weeks. The first occurred on
Saturday, Feb. 20 when seven students t>e\ped
judge the Dayton District Ohio High School Speech
League Tournament at Fairmont East High School.
Those students judging were Kathy Brockman,
Connie Kimball, Ann Fogarty, Greg Porter, Deem
Brlscoll and Marilyn Wilson.
The second event occurred when six Wright
State University Speech majors traveled to Manchester College In North Manchester, Indiana l i r
their 2nd Individual Events Tournament on Friday
and Saturday, Feb. 26 and 27. Students from WSU
participating were Marilyn wtisor. (Persuasion and
Ex'.emp); Connie Kimball (Persuasion and Extemp);
Elieen Ribb tr (Poetry Interp, Prose Interp and
Dramatic Interp); Royce Berman (Prose and Dramatic Interp); and Marvin Lawson (Dramatic Interp). W right State placed two of six students in
finals of extemporaneous speaking at the tournament.
Eileen Rlbbler and Marilyn Wilson were
among the finalists In Extemporaneous Speaking.
Miss Wilson took second place in this event and
Miss Rlbbler placed fourth.
There were 16 schools competing in the tournament from Ohio, Indiana, Wisconsin, Illinois, West
Virginia and Michigan.
This coming Saturday, March 6 Dr Easklns and
several students will travel to Portsmouth, O. for
a tournament at the Ohio University Branch In
Portsmouth.
Students will be participating In
Poetry and Prose Interpretation.

Management Trainees
Needed
for Powerful Positions
On
Next Years Guardian
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Basketball Standings

IN TABLE TENNIS

Stupensky Wins Regional Tourney

AS OF FEBRUARY 25, 1971

Stupensky is a great player. He far surpassed the
others In competition. He Is a real student of the
game, planning a strategy, considering exactly where
to hit the ball against a particular type of player."
Only a sophomore, Stupensky will be eligible for the
competition again next year.

Jim Stupensky, the Wright State University table
tennis champion, won the ACU-I, Region VII competition at Western Michigan University In Kalamazoo, Mich. The tournaments took place on Feb. 19
and 20 with seven Wright State students competing
In the fields of table tennis, bridge and billiards.
Stupensky competed against 27 other Wright State
students In a double elimination tournament before
going to the regional competition. Undefeated in Wright
State's competition, Stupensky notched 14 straight
victories In the regtonals where students from 19
other colleges vied for the honors. In the finals,
he defeated the best player from Ohio State University In three succsssive games by scores of 21-12,
21-14,and 21-16.
Doth Stupensky and Wright State were awarded
plaques in honor of his athletic achievement. last
year, a Wright Slate student, Hob Suter, also won
the event. Together the pair have won 27 straight
games In the regional meet.
Stupensky is ranked seventh in the state and third
In the city of Dayton among table tennis players.
Mr. Kenneth Knight, Director of the Intramural Program at Wright State, stated. "The regional competition Is very keen. When someone wins there,
they know they've really accomplished something.

New Students: Act Now
Students planning to attend Wright State University
for the spring quarter who did not attend In winter
quarter should take action at once.
Dean of Admissions Craig Willis has requested
that these students complete the admission process
before March 8. This includes submitting transcripts
and paying the $20 admission feu.
For those meeting the deadline, the registration
date for the main campus Is March 22; for the Western
Chio Branch Campus In Cellna, registration will be
March 1 to 5; and for the Piqua Academic Center,
registration will be March 17.
Main campus students who app'.y after March 8
will lie able to register on March 25. However,
the Admissions Office predicts tliat there will be a
limited choice of courses and sections at this tlmu.
At the Branch and Center, there should be an adequate
selection of courses through March 25.

Intramural Bowling Stands
GOI.D LEAGUE
February 24, 1971
w
42
38
25
34
31
23
20
5

TEAM
S.A.M.
Poor Ole Profs
he Bucks
Nads
Roving Bones
Sigma Tau
Beta Phi
Revelation
TEAM HIGHS
High Series
5 The Bucks
1 Nads
S.A.V1.

High Game

| Nads
j S.A.M.
The Bucks
INDIVIDUAL HIGHS
High Series
Mike Bailey
Joe Unless
Dave Baker

High Game

Dave Baker
Joe Dixon
Jim Larklns

L.
14
18
21
22
25
33
36
51

GREEN LEAGUE
February 24, 1971

per.

TEAM
Mung Brothers
Blind Faith
F.F.B.
Hogs
Chumps
P.B. Five
Riding Club
The Little B's

.750
.679
.625
.007
.554
.411
.357
.089

3000
2999
2933

Mung Brothers
F.F.B.
Hogs

1086
1076
1073

Mung Brothers
Hogs
F.F.B.

601-559
596-593
573
231
228
227

Danny Owen
Larry Kreuzer
Tom Wildenauer
Mike Belles
Larry Kreuzer
Steve Wal

W
47
40
37
36
30
18
17
3

L
9
16
19
20
26
38
39
53

PCT.3
.839'
.714:
.661:
.643>
.536;
.32;!
.304!
.054]

TEAM HIGHS
High Series

High Game

3032
5>07«
2945
1096
1044
1041

INDIVIDUAL HIGHS
High Series

High Game

S08
605-588
587
245 j
235-2351

GREEN LEAGUE
Junior Varsity
Beta Phi
Captain Crunch
Knight Raiders
Wolf Machine
Justice League of America

W
4
3
2
2
2
0

L
0
1
2
3
3
4

PCT,
1.0<K
.751
.50<
.40C

GOLD LEAGUE
Yesterday's Stars
Group Project
The I-eft
Sigma Tau " B "
Biology Dept.
Amino Acids

W
4
4

L
0
1
2
3
3
4

PCT
1.00C
.80<
.50<
•25(
.25(
•20<

L
1
1
1
2
3
5

PCT
.801
,80(
.75(
.33:
•2«
.000

L
o

PCT.
1.000
.3331
.M.'O
.500
.333
.200
.000
PCT
1.00C
1.000
.60(
.40(
.000
.000

BLUE LEAGUE
The Bucks
F-Troop
Siuis
Rlngllng Brothers
Laplanders
Murltn's Magicians

1
1
4
4
i
1
0

RED LEAGUE
F.F.B.
Knock Outs
Panthers #1
Drlblecrs
Grimes Golden Boys
Ohio's Fried Turkeys
Alpha Zeta Chi
WHITE LEAGUE
Pistol Pete
Mung Brothers
The Centaurs
P.B. A.
Blind Faith
F.O.B.B.

w

YELLOW LEAGUE
Butch 4 the Big Boys
Marauders
Roving Bones
Rex Joe
Saints

W
6
5
4
2
0

6
6
3
3
2
1
0
W
4
4
3
2
0
0

:

2
3
4
4
6
L
0
0
2
3
4
4

J.

0
1
2
3
5

<

,00(

PCT.
1.000
.833
.667
.400
.000

Radical Ed Elicits Planned
The Education Department will present the following films on Radical Education during the month of
March.
"Infant School" by Lillian Weber — Tuesday,
March 2, 9:45 a.m. in 325 Millet; Thursday, March
4, 7 p.m. In 216 Mlllett; Friday, March 5, 12 noon
In 325 Mlllett.
"Summer Hill," about the famous Nelll School—
Tuesday, March 9, 9:45 a.m. In 325 Mlllett; Thursday, March 11, 7 p.m. !>: 216 Mlllett; Friday, March
5, 12 noon In 325 Mlllett.
All Interested people are invited to attend the
showings.

STUDENTS AND FACULTY!

A comedy
about life,
death and
freedom

J^plevjews
AIR CONDITIONED
APARTMENTS 4 TOWN HOUSES
"gives good living a boost.... never the rent"
from

$125.00
short terms available

1, 2 and 3 Bedroom
Furnished or Unfurnished
NEW 1 - 3 BEDROOMS

;eg«

Dally at 7:30 4 9:50 pm
Contlnous Sat & Sun 2:20
4:55-7:25 4 10:05 pm

• Laundry Facilities
• Separate dining room • Air conditioned
• Plush carpet
• Soft water
• 1, 1-1/2, 2 baths
• Balcony or Patio
• Rang-, refrigerator, some dishwashers
118 YELLOW SPRINGS
878-3973
FAIR BORN, OHIO

7 Minutes to Wright State

Student Government presents
. the
•

J GRAPEVINE

I
i

coffeehouse

Thursday, March 4
8 -11 pm
LOWER HEARTH LOUNGE
UNIVERSITY CENTER

Enjoy Live Folk Music
REFRESHMENTS
WILL BE AVAILABLE
"ESCAPE TO THE GRAPEVINE"

i

J

|

